WHITECOURT MOUNTAIN

OC Hectares: 544.40

Detailed Legal Description:

Twp 58 Rge 12 W5: N1/2 of LSD 13, NW1/4 of LSD 14 of 15, N1/2 of LSDs 13-16 of 16, NE1/4 of LSD 16 of 17, E1/2 of LSDs 1, 8, 9, SE16 of 20, NE1/4 of LSD 16 of 20(S of line 100m S of north boundary), SE21, SW21, NW21(excluding GRL810453), NE21(excluding GRL810453, DRS860210, EZE3105, LOC1594, FRD600018, MLL2265, MLL750019, MLL850111, MLL880028); W1/2 of LSD 3, 6, 11, 14 of 22, LSDs 4, 5, 12, 13 of 22, W1/2 of LSDs 3, 6, 11 of 27, LSDs 4, 5, 12 of 27, SE28 (E/FRD600018 & excluding MLL2849, MLL810101, MLL810149, MLL800172, EZE3105), LSD 9, 10 of 28(E/FRD600018).